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HE finance ministry likes to

talk of the “new normal”

when it comes to inflation —

code for saying that everyone

should get used to a higher rate of

price increases. The question is

whether the country should also ad-

just its sights when it comes to

growth, to a “new normal”.

When considering the economy’s

potential for rapid growth, most

people’s mind-sets are influenced

by the fact that India did better than

9 per cent in each of the three years

of 2005-08. That might explain the

Planning Commission’s decision to

target 9-9.5 per cent average annu-

al growth for the next five years

(2012-17). Indeed, the Prime Min-

ister and others have talked of even

10 per cent growth.

But 2005-08 may not be a good

benchmark; they were exceptional

years when the world economy as a

whole was on steroids. Almost every

country you can name out-per-

formed in that period. In the subse-

quent three years, India has aver-

aged only 7.8 per cent. To some ex-

tent this was because of global tur-

moil. However, the Reserve Bank

has now forecast no more than 8 per

cent for this year. If that proves cor-

rect, this will be the fourth succes-

sive year of sub-9 per cent growth.

Perhaps the “new normal” rate of

growth is not 9 per cent plus, but on-

ly 8.5 per cent, give or take a bit. As

it happens, the average annual

growth actually achieved over the

past eight years is 8.5 per cent.

Growth is of course the end prod-

uct that flows from a variety of fac-

tors: the global economic environ-

ment, the quality of domestic eco-

nomic management, the reforms

undertaken to improve the struc-

tural potential of the economy, the

quality of the monsoons, and such.

On three counts, there is room for

caution. The major economies in

the world are going through a

painful period of adjustment, grap-

pling with high debt levels and

large deficits. That will moderate

growth. As for the domestic reform

agenda, it is all but non-existent.

The most that the government

seems to be thinking of just now is

opening up organised retailing to

foreign investment, and perhaps

selling some dysfunctional state-

owned enterprises. Finally, project

execution remains abysmal. The

current five-year Plan will see

barely half the original target of

78,000 MW of new capacity being

commissioned; the highway pro-

gramme continues to make slow

progress; and land acquisition and

environment issues hold up large

industrial projects.

The optimists will argue that,

with an investment rate of 36 per

cent of GDP, and an incremental

capital-output ratio of about 4, it is

logical to expect (36 / 4) 9 per cent

growth on a sustained basis. Yes, it

is logical, but there is no automatic

short or even medium-term corre-

lation between the investment rate

and GDP growth. For instance, the

investment rate in the boom years

of 1994-97 (when GDP growth av-

eraged 7.3 per cent) was about the

same as in the six subsequent years,

when growth slipped to 5.3 per cent.

It should be obvious that many fac-

tors other than the investment rate

impact growth.

Among them is business confi-

dence, which has taken a hit in re-

cent months. The biggest frustra-

tion for business is sustained inac-

tion by a government led by “re-

formers”. It is not difficult to change

this, but we have just lost two good

years; now there is only a one-year

window left for action. After that,

all eyes will be on the 2014 Lok Sab-

ha elections, and populism will rule

again. If the ball is not set rolling

immediately, you can kiss goodbye

to 9 per cent growth.

“New normal” growth rate
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OPINION

A
Saudi businessman, for-

merly domiciled in

Afghanistan, and wanted

by the US for crimes he instigated

in Africa, and the US, was hid-

ing in Pakistan. The Americans

killed him in a cross-border raid

by heli-borne special forces.

The life and death of Osama

Bin Laden (OBL) is a good illus-

tration of globalisation. By defi-

nition, globalisation means re-

sources, information and human

skill sets moving seamlessly

across borders. Also, events in one

place have strong ripple effects

in others due to globalisation.  

OBL’s story featured skills and

resources switched between lo-

cales scattered across continents.

It involved the use of globalised

resources and technologies ac-

cessed as needed in the form of

American stealth-helicopters,

Chinese box-cutters, Afghan pack

mules, Pakistani herbal viagra,

Russian AK47s, etc. 

His passing sparked off res-

onances everywhere, again a

hallmark of globalisation.

Among the more risible out-

comes was the moustache-

twirling as Indian and Pakistan

military establishments boast-

ed about the ability to execute

cross border strikes. At least,

this would be risible, if the folks

in question didn’t command

large quantities of weapons. 

Why would the lead poison-

ing of a Saudi at American hands

spark off such an absurd ex-

change? India knew nothing

about OBL’s location. Pakistan

insists it didn’t either. Neither

nation gains by letting the other

know about its cross-border

strike capability. Or does it? Con-

sider this as a game played by

many actors with diverse inter-

ests all trying to maximise their

respective utilities. 

Pakistan’s establishment (civil

and military) would like it believed

they knew nothing of OBL. This is

like Kamran Akmal countering

match-fixing charges with the plea

that he dropped catches out of sheer

incompetence. 

Pakistan would al-

so like to discourage

copycat Indian strikes.

If India took such ac-

tion, the Pakistanis

would “have” to retal-

iate, sparking a poten-

tially disastrous war.

Any such conflict could

also mean being cut off

from the teat of mas-

sive US aid. 

India’s military establish-

ment knows the political will to

hit cross-border targets is lack-

ing. Absence of political will has

meant a lack of the human intel-

ligence resources (aka spy net-

works) required to identify and

hit such targets. 

Ideally, the Indian defence es-

tablishment would like to devel-

op humint. Lacking much lever-

age with the Indian political es-

tablishment, it would, at the min-

imum, want the Pakistanis to be-

lieve it possesses the ability to do

cross-border strikes. Such a be-

lief may, perhaps, induce Pak-

istan to downscale its support of

terrorism. 

The Indian politi-

cal establishment

wants to leverage

Pakistan’s embar-

rassment into tangi-

ble realpolitik gains.

Its interests may di-

verge from the Indi-

an military establish-

ment in this regard. 

The interests of

the Pakistani military and civilian

establishments converge in being

reckoned ignorant of OBL’s loca-

tion. But they diverge in other

places, including in the small mat-

ter of how to engage with India. 

Whatever happens to the In-

do-Pak relationship will be a re-

sult of the interplay of these con-

vergent, divergent and diametri-

cally opposed interests. Mathe-

matical models can help suggest

possible strategies and outcomes. 

Such models were a prime rea-

son why the Cold War did not go

“hot”. It was crucial that both US

and USSR modelled potential ar-

eas of conflicts before committing

to action. In a real sense, they

were speaking the same language

during some 40 years of bluff-

counter-bluff and proxy wars. 

Neither Pakistan nor India pos-

sesses those skills, or takes such

analysis seriously. However, the

politics of nuclear poker are far too

important to be left to mathemat-

ically-unaware political agents. 

The need of the hour is not for

immediate cross-border strikes

or “no first use” declarations. It is

to develop a desi equivalent of the

Rand Institute that can model the

possible outcomes of cross-bor-

der strikes and no first use decla-

rations. If India puts such an in-

stitution in place, that would au-

tomatically induce the Pakistanis

to do the same. Then, despite

umpteen wars and impressively

waxed moustaches, we might end

up speaking the same language. 
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RUMINATIONS

I
got the wife to put away whatever

she was doing and said, I have

something serious to discuss with

you. A bit intrigued, she put aside the

work she had brought from office

and waited for me to begin. After giv-

ing a suitable pause to emphasise the

importance of what I was about to

utter, I declared, I am 62. 

Despite all the build-up I had

engineered to drive home the

enormity of what I wanted to

convey, my statement failed to

create a ripple. She waited for me

to continue and when she found

that I was not forthcoming any

more, she said, well go on, so

what? I know your age and since

you have already retired, you

have no interest in fiddling your

school leaving certificate.

A put down like that would be

enough to put off any ordinary

mortal but I was not in an ordi-

nary state of mind. There comes a

stage in a man’s life when he will

bear with the most inhuman

dismissiveness and still go on to

make his point. Do you realise, I

went on, so is DSK, as the French

call him. I thought that would do

the job, make her sit up, but no. 

Who on earth is DSK, she

asked, leaving me no option but to

fully spell out the three dreadful

words, Dominique Strauss-Kahn.

Then the penny or the centime

dropped and she said, you mean

the fellow who is charged with

raping a hotel maid? Yes, I nodded

and added with all the gravity that

came to me so naturally, do you

appreciate the danger I am in? 

You are not an accomplice, are

you, she asked incredulously, in a

tone that actually enquired if I had

gone out of my mind. Unable to

establish the connection, I went

on to my next point: Do you know

how old Rajat Gupta is? This

floored her even more as she was

totally clueless about the head-

lines in the business papers. I

could do little but go into a long

winded explanation of what

insider trading was, what

McKinsey was and how incre-

dible it was that a former MD of

the hallowed consultancy would

be accused of insider trading. Not

satisfied with being a millionaire,

he wanted to become a billionaire. 

Then, after this long detour, I

tried one last time to bring back the

drama in what I wanted to convey

by pointing out that DSK and Rajat

Gupta and I were all in acute and

imminent danger as we were all

62. But the relief from getting it off

my chest was shortlived. She

pondered for a bit and replied, but

you don’t have one person’s libido

or the other person’s greed. So

what if you are all of the same age. 

By now exasperation was

getting the better of me but I still

kept my cool and urged, try not to

be so literal; try and understand

the existential issue at stake. They

are no criminals, not yet at least.

They are actually in the vice like

grip of all the forces that possess

men when they are in that

incredibly dangerous territory of

being 62 or thereabouts.

Having gone that far, I

warmed up to my philosophical

exposition and continued. Let’s

not get literal about 62; it could be

a bit more or less. The point is,

there used to be something called

the mid-life crisis in the last

century which used to hit men

when they crossed 40. Today, with

medical science and the carefully

controlled lifestyle of the

successful, the most important

among men are hitting that

danger zone as they cross 60. 

They still have huge energy, in

mind and body, and desperately

want to end their show as

achievers with one last go that will

produce a climax. They want to do

the one biggest thing before they

start pushing 70 and begin to

unwind. This combination of

energy and realisation that there is

not much time left creates an

explosive situation. Some are able

to let off steam safely, like opting

for early retirement, then taking

up a new hobby and maybe write a

book. But others are not so lucky.

Particularly when they are

confronted with a good looking

hotel maid, snapped the wife. Try

not to be judgemental, I pleated,

but was slapped with the sharp

retort: if I am not going to be upset

about this kind of thing then what

shall I get upset about. Then, after

cooling down a little she asked, so

now that you have found out what

danger you are in, what are you

going to do about it?

Much relieved that she was

getting practical about my dile-

mma, I said, that is what I wanted

to discuss with you. What do I do?

Do I go for analysis (that’s what

people usually do in books and

movies at that point) or… She did

not let me finish my sentence and

interjected, or I break your head if

you do anything silly.

Violence will not put an end to

the existential dilemma that I am

trying to make you appreciate, I

pleaded. After a few years the

crisis will pass. I will be too old to

be able to be up to anything. But

right now I am in this critical slot as

so many important men are. Like

them I am 62. But instead of

offering some help, she lost all

interest and went back to her work,

saying, go see an analyst if you like,

but do not so much as look the way

of hotel maids half your age. 
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The danger in being 62

INDIA’S MILITARY

ESTABLISHMENT

KNOWS THE 
political will to hit

cross border targets

is lacking

The cross-border strikes drama

W
HETHER it is a Marxian class

analysis or a detailed constituency-

wise study, all elections are won

or lost because of local factors. For the

common man, big national problems don’t

matter and if they do, they are so much

fodder for ‘timepass’ or tawdry gossip.

Every adult has known this for a long time

and yet our obsession with politics of ‘who

comes, who goes’ kind has grown with

every new election. Is this because we

don’t understand the games politicians

play or we don’t introspect on the every-

day happenings around us? Few would

agree with this if only because the mass

media intrudes into every aspect of our

lives and makes sure that we look, listen

and (hopefully) learn. Perhaps the answer

lies in our lack of interests beyond the im-

mediate that Saul Frampton talks about

in When I am playing with my cat, how do

I know she is not playing with me? Mon-

taigne and Being in Touch with Life(Faber,

Special Indian Price, £11.99) — based

on the life and work of the great Renais-

sance writer who seems to have become

a man of our times.

Yet, who was Montaigne and why has

he recaptured the interest and affection

of every generation? Montaigne’s Essays

have withstood the test of time as few

works of literature have, constantly in-

spiring re-translation and re-examina-

tion. His attractions have led writers as

diverse as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Vir-

ginia Woolf and Andre Gide — Framp-

ton’s Cat is a popular introduction to

Montaigne’s Essays that should get the

serious common reader to look into them.

Born in 1533, Michel Montaigne came

from a minor French nobility near the wine

growing area of Bordeaux in France. He

retired at the age of 38 and from then till

the time of this death he lived primarily

among his library of a thousand books he

inherited from his friend; he began writ-

ing essays shortly thereafter and never

stopped. He died in 1592 at the age of 58.

Everything interested Montaigne:

deep questions about matters like friend-

ship and human emotion, familiar mat-

ters such as coaches and animals, light

matters, including the nature of fun it-

self, and even the nature of his own suf-

fering from kidney stones. These essays

are wide-ranging and available in Pen-

guin Classics, which says in its exhaus-

tive Introduction that “there is no such

thing as a definitive edition of the Essays.

One has to choose and the Essays are a

prime example of the expanding book.”

Take some of the essays at random. We

reach the same ends by discrepant means

that echoes Shakespeare’s advice “from

indirections do directions find; Our emo-

tions get carried away beyond us; On Liars;

On Prognostications; On Constancy; On

Fear; To philosophise is to know how to die;

On affectionate relationships; On school-

masters’ learning; On fleeing from pleas-

ures at the cost of of one’s life; Fortune is of-

ten found in reason’s train; How we weep

and laugh at the same thing; On Solitude;

On the inconstancy of our actions’ ‘Work

can wait till tomorrow’; On Conscience; On

Drunkennessand so on. You could say just

about every gamut of human feelings and

emotions that parallels in many ways

Shakespeare at the height of his powers.

Reading was the solace of Montaigne’s

life. “It consoles me in my retreat; it re-

lieves me of the weight of distressing idle-

ness and, at any time, can rid me of boring

company. It blunts the stabs of pain when-

ever pain is overpowering and extreme.

To distract me from morose thoughts, I

simply need to have recourse to books.”

Montaigne had a set of fifty-seven

short inscriptions culled from the Bible

and the classics painted across the wood-

en beams of his castle and these sug-

gested profound reservations about the

benefits of having a mind. For instance,

everything is too complicated for men

to be able to understand… Ecclesiastes

If Montaigne has endured for so long

it is not merely because of range of his es-

says but his style — he is regarded as the

first and greatest of essayists — which

were distinguished by intimacy and in-

formality. He didn’t have any precon-

ceived notions of order and regularity; it

is irregularity like ‘a loose sally of the mind’

is what makes them so attractive. Like dai-

ly journalism, he seems to be talking on

paper — unconstrained, independent in

his tastes, but close to the weave and tex-

ture of his own experience. Which is what

makes them so readable and authentic;

there’s nothing fake about them.

For instance, talking of true wisdom,

he says it must involve an accommo-

dation with our baser selves, it must

adopt a modest view about the role that

intelligence and high culture can play

in any life and accept the urgent and at

times deeply unmortifying demands of

our mortal frame. So, he concludes:

“What is the use of those high philo-

sophical peaks on which no human being

can settle and those rules which exceed

our practice and our power? It is not very

clever to tailor (our) obligations to the

standards of a different kind of being.”

Montaigne’s ultimate, liberal human-

ist approach is exemplified in the open-

minded question of the book’s title, which

asks who is playing with whom when he

is playing a game with his cat.

Michel Montaigne:

In defence of the human
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ARLIER this month coming

back to Delhi after a month long

trip to Argentina, my wife, who

is a US citizen and has had ten-

year multi-entry visas for India ever since

we married nearly 40 years ago, was not

allowed to board the flight from

Heathrow as she was returning less than

two months since her departure from

Delhi, in early April. Despite my loud

protests that there was no such restric-

tion on her visa, she had to return to Lon-

don, and after some pulling strings got a

stamp on her passport to re-enter India

signed by the Indian High Commission-

er. This ‘new’ visa policy, is of course the

government’s response to the David

Headley affair and, as with so many re-

sponses in the ‘war on terror’, it is fight-

ing the last war. The draconian screen-

ing of airline passengers did not prevent

a Nigerian student from concealing a

bomb in his underpants across airline

scanners in three airports as late as De-

cember 2009. So, now airline passengers

have to virtually strip to board a plane.

What are the costs and benefits of these

growing restrictions on personal liberty

and increase in state power? 

When the ‘war on terror’ was launched

in 2001, John Mueller (now at Ohio State

University) and I wrote papers on this is-

sue for a book edited by Richard Rose-

crance and Arthur Stein (No More States,

Rowman and Littlefield, 2006). The direct

costs to  the US economy were miniscule

($100 billion — less than 0.8 per cent of its

GDP).The most serious costs were the in-

crease in the uncertainty associated with

doing business, and from preventive meas-

ures taken as an overreaction to the ter-

rorist threat. Thus, apart from the direct

costs of homeland security, there are the

costs imposed on travellers in terms of the

opportunity costs of the time lost in secu-

rity searches at airports. These were es-

timated in 2002 to be $16 and $32 billion

annually for the US. A more recent esti-

mate by Mueller and Mark Stewart (at

Newcastle University in Australia) of these

indirect costs to US travellers between

2002 and 2011 was $417 billion. Wilst the

direct costs of extra homeland security

was $690 billion. This expenditure would

only have been cost effective, they esti-

mate, if it had prevented or deterred four

attacks every day like the one foiled in

Times Square in New York.

Neither are the personal risks that cit-

izens face from terrorism serious. Since

1960 till 2001, based on the US State de-

partment data, Mueller estimated that

the number of Americans killed by in-

ternational terrorism (including 9/11) is

about the same as the number killed over

the same period by lightning, or by acci-

dental deer, or by severe allergic reaction

to peanuts. While, including both domestic

and international terrorism, “far fewer

people were killed by terrorists in the en-

tire world over the [20th century] than

died in any number of unnoticed civil wars

during the century” (pg 48).

What about the fears of future ter-

rorist attacks using stolen chemical, bi-

ological and nuclear weapons? Of these,

for various reasons, the danger of a ‘dirty

bomb’ using stolen fissile materials is the

most pertinent. Biological and chemical

weapons are not easy to use by private

agents. The damage from a ‘dirty bomb’

would be localised to the real estate in the

area which was made radioactive. The

personal danger from the likely 25 per

cent increase in radiation over back-

ground radiation in the area is miniscule.

“A common recommendation from nu-

clear scientists and engineers” notes

Mueller, “is that those exposed should

calmly walk away” (pg 62).

The costs of actual and potential ter-

rorism have thus been considerably

overblown. Worse, the ‘war on terror’ by

inducing the unjustified panic which the

terrorists seek to create, foster their aim

of creating terror. Worse, by extending

State powers and emasculating civil lib-

erties they promote the very illiberal so-

cieties and ‘police’ states the jehadis

themselves seek. A ‘terror industry’ de-

velops with the same rent-seeking pur-

poses as so many other state-sponsored

attempts to create ‘risk free’ societies.

Terrorism will always be with us. But, as

for instance, given the known risks from

driving, which causes over 40,000 deaths

every year in automobile accidents in the

US, Americans have not stopped driving.

But, with the hysteria and panic created

by the much smaller number of deaths

from terrorism, they (and increasingly

many across the world in liberal democ-

racies) are willing to devote scarce re-

sources to chasing horrendous phantoms.

They would do better to remember the

words of an earlier President. “The only

thing we have to fear is fear itself”. 

How should the terrorist threat be dealt

with? For many years I lived in London

during the IRA’s terrorist operations. The

IRA not only succeeded in nearly killing

Margret Thatcher and most of her cabi-

net in the Brighton bombing, but suc-

cessfully launched a missile into John Ma-

jor’s cabinet room during a meeting. But

during these Irish troubles, the British

continued to follow the advice in an offi-

cial Second World poster (to be issued in

case of a German invasion): KEEP CALM

AND CARRY ON. They dealt with the IRA

terrorists by hunting them down through

the usual intelligence methods and in-

carcerating or killing them. Meanwhile,

the economic chaos and insecurity the IRA

caused in its ‘homeland’ — Northern Ire-

land — plus the growing realisation of the

failure of terrorism to achieve its aims, led

to the political settlement contained in the

Good Friday agreement. 

In dealing with the undeniable state-

sponsored Pakistani terrorism in India,

a similar policy is relevant. The only

long-term solution is to change the Pak-

istan army’s calculus that it can succeed

in destroying India (or its economy)

through its jihadi agents. As this tiger it

has unleashed, increasingly turns( as it

has) against its sponsors, and the grow-

ing distance between its citizens in a

stagnant and those in the booming In-

dian economy becomes apparent to its

people (as is happening), the ‘rent seek-

ing’ soldiers might at last realise that it

is in their interests to complete the deal,

which Musharaff nearly completed with

Dr Manmohan Singh. Meanwhile, in-

telligence remains vital in apprehend-

ing and forestalling ISI-sponsored ter-

rorists. But this is not done through

heavy handed suppression of civil lib-

erties. When,with information from

Western intelligence agencies, about

the co-ordinates of suspicious boats mov-

ing to Bombay, along with mobile num-

bers of some terrorists, Indian intelli-

gence failed to forestall the 26/11 attacks,

it is absurd to believe that they can fore-

stall future terrorist plots by prevent-

ing my 70-year-old American wife from

coming back to India, a month after she

had left our New Delhi home. 

BLIND TERROR,
DUMB STATE
Overreaction to terror is proving expensive and needlessly

inconveniencing citizens, says DEEPAK LAL


